Let D be the unit ball in 3-space and let A k be a set of k proper disjoint arcs in D lying in the x-z plane. The group, -^2Λ> of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of boundary D leaving the set A k Π boundary D invariant, modulo those isotopic to the identity via an isotopy fixing the set A k Π boundary D, is a natural homomorphic image of the 2k string braid group of the sphere via a homomorphism with kernel Z 2 .
In this paper, finite sets of generators are explicitly determined for the subgroups of -^>& generated by (1) homeomorphisms of D leaving the set A k invariant, and (2 ) homeomorphisms of D leaving the set A k fixed pointwise. !• Introduction* Let D be the unit ball in 3-space and let P be a set of n points on the boundary of D (denoted 3D). The group of orientation perserving homeomorphisms of 3D leaving P invariant, modulo the subgroup of those isotopic to the identity via an isotopy fixing P, will be denoted ^/ί n . The group ^C is a subgroup of index two of the full mapping class group of the sphere with n points removed. (The full group contains equivalence classes of orientation reversing homeomorphisms.) There is a natural map of the ^-string braid group of the sphere onto ^C whose kernel is Z 2 . For a definition of the braid group, the mapping class group of a surface, their relationship and for a description of a presentation of the braid group the reader is referred to Joan Birman's work ( [1] and [2] ).
Let A be a set of k disjoint proper arcs in D lying in the x-z plane. Suppose that P is the set of 2k points A Π 3D. Let J^ be the subgroup of ^l k generated by equivalence classes of homeomorphisms of D leaving the set A invariant, restricted to 3D. Let b e the subgroup of j^ζ generated by homeomorphisms leaving the set A fixed pointwise. Naturally the groups Ssf k and ^l will depend on the choice of the set A. However, given any two such sets A and A', there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of D taking A onto A!, so the groups J^J and J^k') ^l and ^7/ will be isomorphic. The purpose of this paper is to determine, explicitly, a set of generators for the group J^ and ^~k for one particular choice of the set A.
The groups S^k and ^l arise in knot theory. For example,
The sewing homeomorphisms φ and ψ can be considered both as elements of the A -string braid group ^ of the disc 3D Π {z < 0} and of ^f 2k . (Unlike the case of the sphere, the group <g*, defined in a manner analogous to ,^g£, is isomorphic to the jfc-string braid group, so we identify the two.) The conjugacy problem has been solved in the group ^ (see [4] ) and it is not hard to see that if The organization of this paper is as follows: In § 2 we develop notation, define a set of elements of J*f k , and prove some technical lemmas. In § 3 we state and prove the main theorem of the paper. In § 4 we give generators for the groups J^ and J*> In § 5 we make concluding remarks relating the groups Sxf k and &~h to other problems in mathematics.
Throughout the paper we shall work in the P. L. category and all curves, homeomorphisms, isotopies, etc., will be assumed piecewise linear without it being explicitly stated. We shall assume the reader knows much of what is in [3] and we shall refer him there for definitions of such terms as isotopy, ambient isotopy, regular neigh-borhood, and locally unknotted.
2 Definition of the generators* In this section a set of elements of JK is defined which will ultimately be shown to generate J^ζ. We begin by defining certain subsets of the ball D where D is represented in 3-space as {(x, y, z) \ x <^ 0} U {°°}. In the sequel we shall define sets in the manner S = {x, y, z satisfying certain conditions} rather than {(x, y, z) \x, y, z satisfies certain conditions}. For example D = {x ^ 0} (J {°°}.
Whenever a set of objects is indexed by i, we shall assume 1 ^ i ^ n unless explicitly stated otherwise. At this point the reader should refer to Figure 1 . Figure 1 Let P 8V , P zx , and Q (for quarter space) be the set {x = 0}, {y = 0, x ^ 0}, and {x ^ 0, y ^ 0} respectively. Let R if R' if and Bϊ be the points (0, 0, Si), (0, 0, Si + 2), and (0, 0, Si -2) respectively. Let c t be the line segment [R' u R"] and let α^ and b t be the semicircles with diameter^-contained in the half planes P zx and P zy f)Q resrectively. Let A = UΪ a u B = \Jibi and C = Uΐ <V Let ίZ^ and Zi be the hemisphere, and half ball {|| P -i2< || = 2} and {|| P -i2 4 ] . We insist that the point σ € (ί)(jBJ) move positively and with constant speed.
μ t . (The shrinking of the i th arc.) Let μ t (t) be the map of
P, P' e K u μtit^Rt) = R, for all t ^ 1, and for any ^ < 1, μApt), 0 ί ^ 1 defines a parallel isotopy of the inclusion map K f -> D. The map ^,(ί) will be useful mainly in defining other isotopies.
4. ,%, 1 <; i, j ^ n, i Φ j. (Pull the i th arc through the i th arc.) Let Pij(t) be the parallel isotopy of the inclusion map K t -* D such that Pij (t) -μAS/2 i),0gί^ 1/3; || p ti (t)(P)-piMQ) II = 1/21| P -Q || for any P, Qe K if 1/3 ^ ί <^ 2/3; p^tb)^) moves positively with constant speed once around a circle in P z2/ whose diameter is [R ίf R ά ], 1/3 ^ t ^ 2/3; and ft y (t) = ^(3/2 -3/2 t), 2/3 ^ ί ^ 1.
th arc between the j th and i + 1 st arcs or around the end arcs.) Let (i) iό {t) be the parallel isotopy of the inclusion map Ki-^D such that co i3 (t) = (3/21), 0 g ί ^ 1/3; || α> 4i (ί)(P) -α) <y (ί)(Q) || = 1/2 || P -Q || for any P, Qe K if 1/3 ^ t ^ 2/3; o)ij{t)(R % ) moves positively with constant speed once around a circle in P 2y whose diameter is [R ι9 (0, 0, 8j + 4)], 1/3 ^ ί ^ 2/3; and ω iό (t) -^(3/2 -3/21), 2/3 ^ ί ^ 1.
We would like to associate with each of the previous isotopies an ambient isotopy of the pair (D, A). To justify this we state the following theorem which is proved in [3] , p. 154.
and Q P. L. manifolds, M compact, be an n-isotopy which is proper and locally unknotted. Then there exists an ambient n-isotopy H of Q with H(F
Although it is not stated in [7] , we may also assume that the ambient isotopy H has compact support.
If ψi is one of the isotopies τ i9 σ i9 p iά or ω ιj9 then we may restrict Ψt to be an isotopy of an inclusion map
We consider φ % as an isotopy of the set H t (resp.
We now use the preceding theorem to obtain an ambient isotopic extension, which we shall also call φ i9 of the manifold
We can, by redefining if necessary, arrange that the ambient extension agree with the original isotopy on the set
Since the ambient extension has compact support, we may extend it further to all of D. We shall also denote the extension of φ t to D by φ i9 and the homeomorphism of (D, A) it induces by the same Greek letter, (i.e. The isotopy Pij(t) extends to the ambient isotopy Pt,(t) of D which induces the homeomorphism p i5 of (Z), A) equal tô
• (1) Suppose now c k c G. We may assume (by composing with an A-isotopy fixed on C and supported on a small neighborhood of K k ΓΊ P, y , if necessary) that K k Π P zy belongs to the interior of G. Let a k (t), 1/3 ^ t ^ 2/3 be a parameterized simple closed curve beginning and ending at R k such that a k (t) f|C= 0 for all t Φ 1/3. 1/2, 2/3, such that α fc (l/2) lies in the interior of [φiMJ, ψ{M 2 )\ and such that cc k {t) intersects dG only twice, the second time when t = 7/12. Let φ(t, ε) be an isotopy of K k defined by the following conditions: ψ(t, e) is a parallel isotopy, ψ(t, ε) = μ k ((3 -ε) 
)^) is a half ball of radius 2/3ε centered at a k {t), 1/3 < t ^ 2/3, ί, ε) = ψ(l -t, ε), 2/3 ^ ί ^ 1. If 0 < ε < 1, we may, by Theorem 1, extend ψ{t, ε) to an ambient isotopy of D, called f{t y ε) supported on a neighborhood of K k U oί k [lβ, 2/3] . By choosing ε small enough and the neighborhood of K k U tfJl/3, 2/3] small enough, we may assume that ψφ (l, ε) 
(t)(R k ), 0 ^ j ^ n, j Φ k -I, k and p k j(t)(R k ), and so ^(ί, ε)(R k ) is homotopic to a product of these curves, β(t).
Thus there is a map /: P-*(P zy -C) U c k U (c y ~ {ΛJ, #"}) suclx that
/(0, ί) -ψ(t, s)(R k ), f(s, 0) -/S(s), and /(I, ί) = /(β, 1) -Λ 4 for 0 ^ β, ί ^ 1. There is a continuous function Ύ]{S, t) such that τ?(0, ί) = radius ψ<ί, s)(iT fc ), )7(s, 0) = radius β(t){K k ), where /8(ί) is the product of the isotopies in ^f that covers β(t), ΎJ{S, 1) -η(l 9 t) = 2, and such that η{s, t) is less than the distance from f(s, t) to A -a k . Let F(s, t) be the parallel 2-isotopy such that F{s, t)(K k ) is a half ball of radius 7){s, t) centered at f(s, t).
It now follows directly from Lemma 2 that ψ(l, ε)ε^. Continuing in this fashion we can find a sequence of elements in i Ψu "*fψr such that each one fixes a neighborhood N r czN lf of A, ψ r . . . f ^β -iSΓ r ) Π C ~ MMd, φ{M 2 Thus, letting ψ t = τ/r r+1 ^x, ^x is in ^, ψ ι fixes a neighborhood N r of A, and <^(JB -N r ) Π C has two more points in it than f x φ{B -N r ) Π C. By repeating this process several times we find an element ψ in ^, that fixes a neighborhood Λf of A, such that
ψφ(B-M)f] C= 0.
Next we would like to arrange that τ/r <£> leave the set C fixed. Let H be the disc bounded by c^ and φψ{b^). (See Figure 3. ) Suppose UiΊ (C -c λ ) Φ 0. That is, suppose some c k9 k Φ 1, is contained in the interior of if. By a procedure analogous to the process carried out in the last two paragraphs for removing the arcs c k from the disc G, we may find an element θ t fixed on a neighborhood N of A such that: θ,ψφ{B -N) Π C = 0, ^e 5f, and the disc iT x bounded by From this point to the end of the proof we shall denote the restriction of a homeomorphism of D to dD by placing a bar under it. fag* defines an element of the subgroup generated by orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the mapping class group of P zy -{R ly • ••, R n }. It is shown in [1] and [2] that this group is generated by fίi, 1 ^ ί 9 3 ^ n -1. Thus there is a homeomorphism ψ 2 of D that is a product of ξ ijf 1 <^ ί, i ^ n -1, and ψ 2 ψi<P is isotopic to the identity via an isotopy fixing R lf , R n . Thus also ψ 2 ψiΨ is isotopic to the identity via an isotopy fixing R L , , J? w (first isotopy on the boundary, then use the Alexander isotopy inside). Let θ t be such an isotopy. Let K(e, k) be the hemisphere of radius ε centered at R k .
, where μ'(£) is an ambient isotopic extension of μ t supported on a small neighborhood of K t . Thus p pushes each half ball K k inside K(ε, k). The expression f)(s)θ£(s) defines an isotopy between θ and p~ιθp in the mapping class group of P zy -{R [, R[\ R' 2f R", , R"}. We note that under the isotopy ρ~ιθ t p the paths of Rί and R' k ' never leave K k Π P, y . The mapping class group of U(K k Π P βy ) -{#£, J2£'} is generated by τ| where U(K k Π P* y ) is a small neighborhood of ϋCf c Π P 22/ . Thus there are integers p u , p n such that τ^% jβ is isotopic to the identity via an isotopy fixing {R[, , R"}. Also θ is A-isotopic to pθp~\ To see this, let
restricted to A and apply Lemma 2. Thus there is a homeomorphism f 3 e? such that ψ^ψiφ is isotopic to the identity via an isotopy α/r 4 fixing A Π P βlί . Let i/r 5 = ψ^ψ 2 ψ ι .
Then ψ 5 e & and T/Γ 5^ fixes A U 3D. The last step is to show ψ δ φ is A-isotopic to 1. Let ψ Q be an isotopy such that ψ 6 restricted to 3D U A is the identity, ψ 6 ψ δ φ(E) Π E is a 1-manifold without boundary, and the number of components of ψ Q^rb φ{E) (Ί i? is as small as possible. Then ψ 6 ψ 5 φ(E) f] E = 3E since if C 1 were a circle in E U (ψsψffP)~ι(E) not containing any other circles, then ^(CJ would bound a disc in the interior of E and also a disc in the interior of ψ 6 ψ δ φ(E), these two discs would form a sphere bounding a ball and we could isotopy away the intersection. Since E k U ψ Q ψ 6 φ(E k ) is a sphere for each k 9 we can find another isotopy ψ 7 fixed on A U dD such that ψ 7 ψ Q f b φ is the identity on <3Z> u E.
We now need only one more isotopy, ^8, an Alexander isotopy fixed on dD U E such that ψzψτfβΨδΦ = identity. The homeomorphism φ equals ir7 ι ψ^ιψT ι ψ^\ which belongs to Sf and we are done.
4* Generators for
S%f k and J^~k. Let J^ be the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the pair (D, A) modulo the subgroup of those homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity via an isotopy leaving the set A invariant. Let ^l be the subgroup of generated by homeomorphisms leaving the set A fixed pointwise. THEOREM 4. The group J^~l is generated by the following set: {τ\, Γ5 i ^ n; ρ ίjy 1 ^ ί, j ^ n; ω ih 1 ^ ΐ, j £ n, i Φ j, j -1; ξ 
Proof.
If φ e ^l, we can easily find an A-isotopy ψ such that GENERATOR FOR TWO GROUPS RELATED 485 fixes a neighborhood of {00} and ψφ fixes a neighborhood of A. The theorem now follows immediately from Theorem 3.
THEOREM 5. The group Ssf k is generated by the following set: {τ if 1 ^ i <*n; ρ ih 1 ^ i, j ^ n; ω ijy 1 <. i, j <^ n, i Φ j, j -1; σ 3 . This group is quite close to the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of (E\ C n ) modulo those isotopic to the identity via an isotopy fixing C n as a set. There are three types of generators:
1. flip the i th circle; 2. pull the i th circle through the j th circle; 3. exchange the i tix and j th circles. It can be seen that these are analogous to the generators of J^ in Theorem 5. Dahm proves that these elements generate the motion group by defining an isomorphism from the motion group to a subgroup of Aut (TΓ 1 
is free on n generators). This method doesn't generalize to a proof of Theorem 5 as nontrivial elements of J*f k can be constructed that induce the identity automorphism on n x (D -A).
In [6] 
, where the bar indicates the homeomorphism is an extension from (3D,
, can be thought of as a Heegaard splitting of the link. Equivalence classes of Heegaard splittings of links then correspond in a natural way to double cosets of ,Ssf k in ^€Î n [3] , it is shown that there is a natural connection between Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds and Heegaard splittings of knots and links. In particular (Theorem 8 of [3] ) there is a one-to-one correspondence beetween equivalence classes of Heegaard splittings of genus two closed orientable 3-manifolds and double cosets of J^J in ^C.
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